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MAKING STRIDES IN PHYSICAL FITNESS
By Cary E. Holmquist
UM News and Publications

Through his several major research projects on exercise and physical per
formance, Brian J. Sharkey has competed with cross-country skiers, waded through
Panamanian jungles with U.S. Marine Corps trainees and braved flames with U.S.
Forest Service fire fighters.
This side-by-side participation with his research subjects helps Sharkey to
communicate with them and experience firsthand the rigors of their physical and
psychological performance.
At age 46 this University of Montana professor remains fit and able to per
form alongside 20-year-old Marine recruits.
Since joining the UM faculty in 1964, Sharkey has been investigating the
physiology of exercise and physical performance in the Human Performance
Laboratory at UM.

He has created several physical training programs that have

earned national and international attention.
After joining the UM health and physical education faculty, Sharkey began
working with the U.S. Forest Service to test the physical fitness of fire
fighters.

He and his colleagues developed an exercise program that received a

U.S. Department of Agriculture superior service award.
has helped thousands of federal employees become fit.
(more)

The nationwide program
The program includes fit
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ness tests and a fitness running and exercise trail.

Runners on the trail stop

at stations along their way to do muscular fitness exercises.

The trails have

been built on more than 200 sites, including national parks and forests and
state and local recreation areas.
Sharkey is doing similar work for the U.S. Marine Corps.

He is part of a

research team which is considering long-term revision of the Marines' fitness
programs.

Sharkey has studied the physical demands of the Corps' operations,

including mountain- and jungle-environment maneuvers, in various climates.
Using information from these situations, Sharkey and the team will develop and
field test fitness tests and progress.
Before running and general physical fitness workouts became nationally
popular, Sharkey was researching the physiology of those activities, finding
that they produced desirable effects, developing practical applications and
publishing articles and books about his results.
Sharkey's early research emphasized the physiology and benefits of fitness.
He has published many sports-medicine journal articles and several books and has
produced a television course outlining his findings, theories and the practical
developments he has tested.
Sharkey's development of fitness and endurance tests brought him to the
attention of the Nike Corporation, which asked him to help test the efficiency
of an experimental running shoe in 1980.

Nike sent 1980 Olympic Marathon Trials

winner Anthony Sandoval and other top marathoners to the Lab to run in Sharkey's
tests to determine whether the shoes could improve a runner's performance.
Sharkey's interest in methods for improving performance has led him to

(more)
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investigate the strength and endurance of cross-country ski racers.
As a coordinator of the U.S. Ski Team Nordic Sportsmedicine Council,
Sharkey tests ski team members before they go to training camp at West
Yellowstone each fall.

Data are gathered on athletes' body fat, lung/pulmonary

system, strength and power, oxygen uptake and other performance-related factors
Sharkey and his assistants assess this information and then advise athletes and
coaches about areas in which improvement is needed and on methods of achieving
it.
To understand his data more fully and to give his advice more credibility
with coaches and athletes, Sharkey immersed himself in the sport and engaged in
actual competition.

Based on his research and experience, he wrote a book on

training for cross-country skiing competition that emphasizes endurance and
upper-body strength.
His study of skiing has included lab and field tests of cross-country
skiing.

Sharkey has even collected EKG data during actual races, recording

heart-rate responses as the skiers go up and down the hills at a furious pace.
The object of these studies is to determine how long skiers can sustain near
maximum performance and then, during training, to develop ways to help the ath
letes sustain even higher levels of effort.
He has become an apostle of Nordic, or cross-country, skiing, which he
describes as an exceptional way to train for fitness and health.

He extols

Nordic skiiing's virtues and is at work in sports and fitness organizations pro
moting the continued development of skiing as a lifetime sport and personal fit
ness program.
(more)
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During the 1984 Winter Olympics in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, Sharkey met with
sports scientists from around the world and worked on a long-term sportsmedicine program to ready skiers for the 1988 Olympics in Calgary, Alberta.
As one of the originators of the American Coaching Effectiveness Program, a
certification course for youth sports coaches and volunteers, he is often asked
to speak to international sports-medicine groups.

He has been invited to

address the Olympic Scientific Congress in Eugene, Oregon, and a meeting of the
International Sports Academy in northern Ireland.
Unlike many other researchers, Sharkey has been able to benefit personally
from his work, and he spreads the word, lately on a worldwide basis, about these
benefits.
"I practice what I preach," he said.

However, that would be putting the

cart before the horse, according to a statement on the cover of Sharkey's book,
Physiology of Fitness.

It says, "Brian preaches what he practices."

way, Sharkey continues to search for better performance and health.
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